FINAL NOTICE

TO: Employers of Educators
    Preparers of Educators
    Other Interested Parties

FROM: Matt Arthur, Executive Secretary

SUBJECT: Professional Standards Commission Rule Rescission/Amendment/Adoption

On July 9, 2020, the Georgia Professional Standards Commission (GaPSC) initiated the rulemaking process to (1) adopt the current rule in Chapter 505-2- Certification, effective October 15, 2020, as follows: 505-2-.01; and (2) amend the current rule in Chapter 505-3- Educator Preparation Rules, effective October 15, 2020, as follows: 505-3-.01.


Discussion (Certification)

505-2-.192 DYSLEXIA ENDORSEMENT
This newly adopted rule creates a certificate type that will identify qualified educators who were prepared to recognize and support students with dyslexia.

Discussion (Educator Preparation)

505-3-.01 REQUIREMENTS AND STANDARDS FOR APPROVING EDUCATOR PREPARATION PROVIDERS AND EDUCATOR PREPARATION PROGRAMS
This newly adopted rule adds the Administrative Approval process for endorsement programs and adjusts numbering and references accordingly.